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ACCUMULATE SHORTS WITH SL OF 21150 LEVELS.

Nifty snapped a seven-day gaining streak on Dec 07 to end marginally lower. At close, Nifty was down 0.17% or 36.6 points at 20901.2.

 Short Build-Up was seen in the Nifty Futures where Open Interest rose by 6.64% with Nifty falling by 0.17%.

 Long Build-Up was seen in the Bank Nifty Futures where Open Interest rose by 1.68% with Bank Nifty rising by 0.01%.

Nifty Open Interest Put Call ratio fell to 1.15 levels from 1.18 levels.

 Amongst the Nifty options (14-Dec Expiry), Call writing is seen at 21000-21100 levels, indicating Nifty is likely to find strong resistance in the vicinity of
21000-21100 levels. On the lower side, an immediate support is placed in the vicinity of 20800-20900 levels where we have seen Put writing.

 Long build-up was seen by FII's in the Index Futures segment where they net bought worth 598 cr with their Open Interest going up by 2203 contracts.

SHORT BUILD UP WAS SEEN IN THE NIFTY FUTURES

F&O HIGHLIGHTS

TARGETSTOP LOSSBUY/SELLCMPEXPECTED TRENDINDEX
2095021150SELL AROUND 2110021030.80DOWNNIFTY FUT
4670047350SELL AROUND 4725047047.15DOWNBANK NIFTY FUT
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F&O SNAPSHOT

% ChangeAbsolute Change06 Dec 2307 Dec 23

-0.17-36.5520937.7020901.15NIFTY 

-0.04-8.5021039.3021030.80NIFTY FUTURE DEC

N.A.28.05101.60129.65PREMIUM/(DISCOUNT)  

6.640.081.281.36NIFTY FUT OI (Num. of Shares Cr.) 

-2.93-0.031.181.15NIFTY OI PCR (Overall) 

-7.79-1.0713.7412.67INDIA VIX(%) 

0.016.8546834.5546841.40BANKNIFTY

0.26120.9546926.2047047.15BANKNIFTY FUTURE DEC

1.680.000.220.22BANKNIFTY FUT OI (Num. of shares Cr)

2.1115.27724.57739.84STOCK FUT OI in Num. of Shares (Cr) 

1.634584280639285224STOCK FUT OI (Rs Cr)  
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NIFTY WEEKLY (14-DEC) OPTION OPEN INTEREST DISTRIBUTION
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FII ACTIVITY ON 07 DEC 2023
OPEN INTERESTNET SELLBUY

Value 
(Rs Cr)Contracts(Rs Cr)

Value 
(Rs Cr)Contracts

Value
(Rs Cr)Contracts

22143239467598364541412424250007Index Futures
15814150295-27220821014218120747Nifty Futures
580582202610143220346204329017Bank nifty Futures

2697573102373-93498213609423128026204259722234511Index Options
1478211414474-91266151935914548264142809213674935Nifty Options
940081337956-372253332075603815295987521087Bank nifty Options

2003492620274-23311822023451215890203384Stock Futures
22226286213-7362685533044526119321601Stock Options

FIIs’ OPEN INTEREST (CONTRACTS)

Stock OptionsStock FuturesBanknifty OptionsNifty OptionsIndex OptionsBank nifty FuturesNifty FuturesIndex FuturesDate

28621326202741337956141447431023738220215029523946707-Dec-23

2578812633734924994253694737289828453114557423726406-Dec-23
28332-13460412962-1122473-626609-232947212203Net (Contracts)
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TOP GAINERS OI WISE

PRICE 
(%)

FUTURE 
OI (%)COMPANY

-563BALRAMCHIN
529CONCOR
-215HINDUNILVR
-214APOLLOTYRE
413MGL

TOP LOSERS OI WISE

PRICE 
(%)

FUTURE 
OI (%)COMPANY

3-13BEL
2-10TATACOMM
1-7BATAINDIA
5-6ZEEL
1-6CANFINHOME

SHORT BUILDUP

PRICE 
(%)

FUTURE 
OI (%)COMPANY

-563BALRAMCHIN
-215HINDUNILVR
-214APOLLOTYRE
012NATIONALUM
09ABBOTINDIA

TOP GAINERS PRICE WISE

PRICE 
(%)

FUTURE 
OI (%)COMPANY

1111TATAPOWER
710IEX
529CONCOR
5-6ZEEL
413MGL

TOP LOSERS PRICE WISE

PRICE 
(%)

FUTURE 
OI (%)COMPANY

-563BALRAMCHIN
-48ABCAPITAL
-37IDFCFIRSTB
-27BHARTIARTL
-215HINDUNILVR

SHORT COVERING

PRICE 
(%)

FUTURE 
OI (%)COMPANY

3-13BEL
2-10TATACOMM
1-7BATAINDIA
5-6ZEEL
1-6CANFINHOME

LONG UNWINDING

PRICE 
(%)

FUTURE 
OI (%)COMPANY

-1-5CHAMBLFERT
0-4SAIL
-1-3L&TFH
0-2FEDERALBNK
0-2BAJFINANCE

LONG BUILDUP

PRICE 
(%)

FUTURE 
OI (%)COMPANY

529CONCOR
413MGL
011INDIAMART
411MCX

1111TATAPOWER
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MOST ACTIVE INDEX CALL & PUT OPTIONS (WEEKLY EXPIRY) 
INDEX CALL OPTIONS

OI CHANGE (%)OIVALUE (Rs. Cr.)PRICESTRIKE
92092770273234300BANKNIFTY 47000 CE

14753990239019403BANKNIFTY 46800 CE
45881910197540349BANKNIFTY 46900 CE

137479415173162463BANKNIFTY 46700 CE
265342540132300527BANKNIFTY 46600 CE

INDEX PUT OPTIONS

OI CHANGE (%)OIVALUE (Rs. Cr.)PRICESTRIKE

1061963785205469181BANKNIFTY 46500 PE

3761100955180946213BANKNIFTY 46600 PE
671025235177134293BANKNIFTY 46800 PE

1891049235168463250BANKNIFTY 46700 PE
116839175113108337BANKNIFTY 46900 PE
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MOST ACTIVE STOCKS CALL & PUT OPTIONS (MONTHLY EXPIRY) 
STOCK CALL OPTIONS

OI CHANGE (%)OIVALUE (Rs. Cr.)PRICESTRIKE
-54830003903118MARUTI 11000 CE
103292000149237ADANIPORTS 1100 CE
1519035001331158ADANIENT 3000 CE
27832200013144NTPC 300 CE
-4541080012667POWERGRID 230 CE

STOCK PUT OPTIONS

OI CHANGE (%)OIVALUE (Rs. Cr.)PRICESTRIKE

3079050826168MARUTI 10700 PE

161173760071920BALRAMCHIN 400 PE

5567900645184ADANIENT 2900 PE

1595095063817HDFCBANK 1620 PE
919712005858ADANIPORTS 900 PE
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SECURITIES IN BAN FOR TRADE

COMPANY NAMEDATENO.

BALRAMCHIN08-12-2023 1.

DELTACORP08-12-2023 2.

IBULHSGFIN08-12-2023 3.

INDIACEM08-12-2023 4.

NATIONALUM08-12-2023 5.

SAIL08-12-2023 6.

ZEEL08-12-2023 7.
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Disclaimer:

This report has been prepared by HDFC Securities Ltd and is solely for information of the recipient only. The report must not be used as a singular basis of any investment decision. The views herein are of a general nature and do not consider the risk appetite or the particular
circumstances of an individual investor; readers are requested to take professional advice before investing. Nothing in this document should be construed as investment advice. Each recipient of this document should make such investigations as they deem necessary to arrive at an
independent evaluation of an investment in securities of the companies referred to in this document (including merits and risks) and should consult their own advisors to determine merits and risks of such investment. The information and opinions contained herein have been
compiled or arrived at, based upon information obtained in good faith from sources believed to be reliable. Such information has not been independently verified and no guaranty, representation of warranty, express or implied, is made as to its accuracy, completeness or
correctness. All such information and opinions are subject to change without notice. Descriptions of any company or companies or their securities mentioned herein are not intended to be complete. HSL is not obliged to update this report for such changes. HSL has the right to make
changes and modifications at any time.
This report is not directed to, or intended for display, downloading, printing, reproducing or for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, reproduction,
availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or what would subject HSL or its affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction.
If this report is inadvertently sent or has reached any person in such country, especially, United States of America, the same should be ignored and brought to the attention of the sender. This document may not be reproduced, distributed or published in whole or in part, directly or
indirectly, for any purposes or in any manner.
Foreign currencies denominated securities, wherever mentioned, are subject to exchange rate fluctuations, which could have an adverse effect on their value or price, or the income derived from them. In addition, investors in securities such as ADRs, the values of which are
influenced by foreign currencies effectively assume currency risk. It should not be considered to be taken as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any security.
This document is not, and should not, be construed as an offer or solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments. This report should not be construed as an invitation or solicitation to do business with HSL. HSL may from time to time solicit from, or
perform broking, or other services for, any company mentioned in this mail and/or its attachments.
HSL and its affiliated company(ies), their directors and employees may; (a) from time to time, have a long or short position in, and buy or sell the securities of the company(ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and earn brokerage
or other compensation or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the company(ies) discussed herein or act as an advisor or lender/borrower to such company(ies) or may have any other potential conflict of interests with respect to any recommendation and other
related information and opinions.
HSL, its directors, analysts or employees do not take any responsibility, financial or otherwise, of the losses or the damages sustained due to the investments made or any action taken on basis of this report, including but not restricted to, fluctuation in the prices of shares and bonds,
changes in the currency rates, diminution in the NAVs, reduction in the dividend or income, etc.
HSL and other group companies, its directors, associates, employees may have various positions in any of the stocks, securities and financial instruments dealt in the report, or may make sell or purchase or other deals in these securities from time to time or may deal in other
securities of the companies / organizations described in this report. As regards the associates of HSL please refer the website.
HSL or its associates might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or might have been mandated by the subject company for any other assignment in the past twelve months.
HSL or its associates might have received any compensation from the companies mentioned in the report during the period preceding twelve months from t date of this report for services in respect of managing or co-managing public offerings, corporate finance, investment banking
or merchant banking, brokerage services or other advisory service in a merger or specific transaction in the normal course of business.
HSL or its analysts did not receive any compensation or other benefits from the companies mentioned in the report or third party in connection with preparation of the research report. Accordingly, neither HSL nor Research Analysts have any material conflict of interest at the time of
publication of this report. Compensation of our Research Analysts is not based on any specific merchant banking, investment banking or brokerage service transactions. HSL may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusion from the information
presented in this report.
Research entity has not been engaged in market making activity for the subject company. Research analyst has not served as an officer, director or employee of the subject company. We have not received any compensation/benefits from the subject company or third party in
connection with the Research Report.
HDFC securities Limited, I Think Techno Campus, Building - B, "Alpha", Office Floor 8, Near Kanjurmarg Station, Opp. Crompton Greaves, Kanjurmarg (East), Mumbai 400 042 Phone: (022) 3075 3400 Fax: (022) 2496 5066
Compliance Officer: Murli V Karkera Email: complianceofficer@hdfcsec.com Phone: (022) 3045 3600
For grievance redressal contact Customer Care Team Email: customercare@hdfcsec.com Phone: (022) 3901 9400
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U67120MH2000PLC152193
Investment in securities market are subject to market risks. Read all the related documents carefully before investing.
Mutual Funds Investments are subject to market risk. Please read the offer and scheme related documents carefully before investing.
Registration granted by SEBI, membership of BASL (in case of IAs) and certification from NISM in no way guarantee performance of the intermediary or provide any assurance of returns to investors.


